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156 LT GEORGE W LEE AVE EXTERIOR IMPROVEMENTS - 
DESIGN DETAILS 

Design Review Board (DRB) Application 

• Can you get the dimension for the patio? (Generally, I figure it is something like 10' deep and 
20 feet long.  
 
Yes, the depth of the patio is 125in (10ft 5in) & the width of the patio is 250 inches (21ft). 
 

• Some of the patio pergola details were not finalized. Will you use louvers or logo routed metal 
plates on the railing?  

 
It will be the logo mounted steel plate inserts for the railing of the patio. The plates will be 
custom fabricated to match the franchise font (logo). The sizes of the steel inserts range 
from 42in x 18in to 63in x 28.5in in size. The louvers were a suggestion by the architect to 
match the pergola louvers, but we decided not to use those for aesthetic reasons.  
 

• For greenery, can you provide more detail, like a 2ft boxwood etc. And then the type of 
landscaping container--it appears like metal box containers. The board likes to know that you've 
considered plants suited for the space--do well in containers and the sunlight available.  

We will use Rilynn Square Outdoor Planters. Crafted to resemble concrete, without the 
weight. These planters are hand crafted of a fiberglass/clay composite, with a drainage hole 
included. Fiberglass planters help give our plants the best soil conditions and temperature 
to grow. We plan to add perennial plants, which are yearly plants. We have not narrowed 
down the exact plants, but we have several different options we are looking at. Our options 
include, but are not limited to, flowering plants, shrubs, and even small trees.   

• Can you provide more details about the storefront? Is it anodized aluminum, etc.?  
 

The store front will look like the new rendering, except the with the steel inserts, which 
range from 42in x 18in to 63in x 28.5in in size. The railing system will be a black powder 
coat. The Steel inserts will have the ESCO logo center to give it a sleek design feature.  
 
The existing glass in the store front is 90in x 48in in size and 3/4in thick. The trim around 
the windows will be replaced with new wood and painted black. The paneling below those 
windows is 32in x 32in in size, and we still plan to give it a glass facade.  
 
The front doors are 10ft tall with large glass centers which are approx. 5.5ft in length and 
2.5ft in width on each side. The front doors will have 3ft-4ft, black metal handles.  
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